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The COVID-19 pandemic has had a severe impact on the 
fashion and luxury industry. Sales are down across the board, 
and companies along the entire fashion value chain have 
curtailed operations in response. Traditional fashion weeks, 
held annually or biannually in cities around the world, have 
been transformed or canceled outright. Those that elected to 
proceed have adopted various measures to protect 
participants and the public. Many others canceled their live 
shows, relying instead on digital platforms to showcase their 
new fashions. 

If the current crisis has a silver lining, it is that it gives the fashion 
industry an opportunity to rethink how it conducts business. New 
York Fashion Week (NYFW) is a case in point: Like its fashion week 
counterparts in other cities around the world, NYFW has been a key 
component of the fashion industry’s creative process—not only 
showing off the latest efforts of designers and brands across the 
fashion spectrum, but also generating much of the advertising and 
promotional content needed to see the industry through the ensuing 
six months. The live experience allows all the players in the 
industry—from designers and manufacturers to retailers and 
customers—to come together, exchange ideas, and discuss the latest 
trends. 

But there is also a downside. Activities tied to each fashion week can 
release as much as 48,000 metric tons of greenhouse gases (GHGs) 
into the atmosphere. In the case of NYFW, up to 10,000 of the 
event’s 25,000 or so participants fly into town, accounting for the 
largest portion of the GHG total; additional emissions come from the 
many trips that participants take from venue to venue once in New 
York. The manufacture of samples and other goods, as well as of sets 
and props used during shows, produces large amounts of waste, as 
do the many venues where shows are held. All of this represents a 
huge investment for brands and designers showing at NYFW, with 
budgets often running into the millions of dollars. 

In this report, we analyze NYFW’s level of sustainability, ways to 
improve it, and lessons that the fashion industry can learn from the 
effort. 

https://apparelcoalition.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/Weaving-a-Better-Future-Covid-19-BCG-SAC-Higg-Co-Report.pdf
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Actors putting 
shows/events 
together

Actors consuming 
show

Media
• Provide coverage 

on collection and 
famous guests

Buyers
• Attend showrooms
• Review product
• Place orders for 

next season

Brands/designers
• Provide creative vision
• Produce samples
• Coordinate looks
• Approve guest list
• Review production

details

Vendors
• Provide catering, 

transportation, and 
accommodations

Backstage
staff/ crew

• Prepare models and 
selected guests for 
shows/events

Production
houses

• Coordinate venue
• Produce set
• Source materials, 

food, and catering

Industry 
associations

• Coordinate Fashion 
Week calendar

• Provide guidelines

VIP customers
• Attend events
• Put in orders for 

current/next season

Influencers
• Attend events
• Post on social 

media channels

PR firms
• Provide guest list 

and invitations
• Coordinate 

media/coverage

Models
• Take part in runway, 

photo shoots, and 
events

• Post on social
media channels

Source: BCG analysis.

Context for NYFW
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Creative
process

Content 
generation

• Defines vision and 
concept for collections

• Creates freshness and 
energy around products 
and assortment

• Provides creative 
closure in ending a 
chapter before moving 
on to the next collection

• Creates high-quality 
content for brand 
materials such as 
catalogues, marketing 
materials, and in-store 
visuals—700-800 assets 
for each brand1

• Draws attention by 
generating an average of 
$1.2 million in media value 
per brand1

Sparks customer 
demand and deepens  

VIP relationships

Contributes $600 
million to local 

businesses and city tax 
income2

1. Data for brands surveyed  2. Based on AW 2017 figures, annualized.
Sources: The Economic Impact of the Fashion Industry (U.S. Congress Joint Economic Committee), FashionUnited UK, 
CFDA press releases, CFDA x BCG Sustainability of NYFW survey, BCG expertise.

• Allows buyers to see, 
touch, and feel the 
product in the 
showroom

• Provides opportunities 
for media editors to 
review a collection, 
provide perspective, and 
amplify reach

Live
experience

Context for NYFW
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• Separate events for menswear/womenswear, haute couture/prêt-à-porter, bridal, and others 
• Growth of shows for cruise/resort and pre-fall collections

2012
First London 

collections: Men

2015
NYFW: Men's 

introduced

2007
Berlin FW

2006
Copenhagen FW

2008
Jakarta FW
Seoul FW

2010
L.A. FW 

formalized

1984
London FW
Madrid FW

2005
Tokyo FW

1996
Australia FW

2004
Miami FW

1988
Singapore FW

2001
Shanghai FW

2009
Tbilisi FW

1999
Toronto FW

1995
São Paulo FW

Non-exhaustive

Source: BCG analysis.

Overexpansion of 
fashion weeks has 

exacerbated concerns 
about their sustainability

Major events, such as 
NYFW, can lead by 

example, inspiring and 
informing the rest of the 

industry about the 
importance of 
sustainability

Context for NYFW
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Marketing
• Such as content, messages, recycled packaging 

materials

Production
• Including production methods and supply 

chain decisions

Design
• Such as material selection and core theme 

of collections

Events
• Including use of recycled 

materials, partnerships with local 
vendors, and minimizing carbon 
footprint

Source: BCG analysis.

Context for NYFW
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Amount of clothing 

consumed by 2030, a 

60% increase from 

2020—80% of which 

will end up in landfills

102 million tons

Amount of 
greenhouse gas 

emissions produced 
by the fashion 

industry, about 10%
of total global 

emissions

1.2 billion tons 2,700 liters

Amount of water 
required to 

produce one cotton 
T-shirt 

Sources: Pulse of the Fashion Industry report (2017–2019); Common Objective; Better Cotton 
Initiative; Ellen MacArthur Foundation; UNFCCC; BCG analysis.

Sustainability demand 

and understanding
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Indexed popularity of Google search

Sustainable fashion Sustainable food

Note: Numbers represent search interest relative to the highest point on the chart for the given region and time. A value of 100 is the peak popularity
for the term. A value of 50 means that the term is half as popular. Likewise a score of 0 means the term was less than 1% as popular as at the peak.
Change is calculated as the difference between the average for January–June 2010 and January–June 2020.
Source: Worldwide Google Trends for Shopping Category; BCG analysis.

12.6x 0.6xChange from January 2010 to May 2020

Sustainability demand 

and understanding
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Overall

Q: “To whom would you attribute the major responsibility for driving the
industry towards more sustainability?”1

Top 3 rankings (%)

Highest ranked per category

1. Participants were asked to choose their top 5 responsible parties; percentages show the share of top 3 rankings given; n = 91.
Source: GKA-BCG Pulse of the Fashion Industry 2017.

37%

36%

36%

31%

29%

25%

23%

19%

14%

4%

NGOs

Consumers

Employees

Suppliers

Governments/
policy makers/regulators

Investors/shareholders

Industry associations

Brand/retailer

Competitors

Local Communities
affected by operations

Sustainability demand 

and understanding
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2013 2016 2019

Sources: Text analysis of various news and blog sources; BCG analysis.

Sustainability demand 

and understanding



12Source: BCG Sustainability Survey.

48.0

46.8

44.3

38.5

38.3

36.8

36.0

32.7

31.3

31.2

30.7

28.5

22.2

19.6

15.0

Sustainability attributes in order of importance (%) - When ranking top 5 criteria 

Use of biodegradable products (limited to no plastic usage)

Manufacturing process - efficient use of energy

Use of recycled or waste materials

Fair labor practices and equal pay initiatives

Taking part in recycle / take-back programs

Materials sourced from natural origins

Commitment to health and safety practices for workers

Manufacturing process - reduced greenhouse gas emissions

Manufacturing process - no excessive water-usage

Engagement in animal welfare / cruelty free practices

Adaptation of proper waste disposal / recycling

Labels certifying environmental standards

Completely animal-free

Labels certifying supply chain transparency

Engagement in social causes / community

Water Waste Energy Chemicals Labor Ethics Safety Community



13Source: Pulse of the Fashion Industry report (2017–2019).

Pulse Score (0–100)

2017 2018 2019

32 points

38 points

42 points

Taking the Industry’s Pulse 

Sustainability demand 

and understanding

The Pulse Score measures the 
environmental and social performance 
of the fashion and luxury industry on a 
scale from 0 to 100
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Q: From your perspective, what is sustainability first and foremost in the context of NYFW/fashion shows? Select one.

(% of respondents)

32%

A factor every fashion 

show organizer needs 

to address in order to 

stay relevant

A social responsibility 

that fashion show 

organizers should fulfill

56%

An unimportant 

consideration for NYFW

An immense value 

creation opportunity for 

fashion show organizers

6%

The answer to a 

fundamental problem 

threatening the future 

of fashion shows

3% 2%

Note: Percentages will not add up to 100% due to rounding.
Source: CFDA x BCG Sustainability of NYFWsurvey.
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1. Practices not listed in the top 10 by both brands and consumers.
Sources: CFDA x BCG Sustainability of NYFW survey; BCG Sustainability Survey.

NYFW stakeholders
who consider the practice important (%)

Consumers
who consider the practice important (%)

Fair/ethical labor practices

Biodegradable products/packaging

Up-to-date waste disposal/
recycling technologies1

Participation in recycle/
takeback programs

Commitment to health/
safety practices for workers

Organic/natural materials

Use of recycled/waste/scrap materials 35

27

26

21

21

19

15

Efficient energy use in manufacturing1

Use of recycled/waste/scrap materials

Participation in recycle/
takeback programs

Fair/ethical labor practices

Organic/natural materials

Commitment to health/
safety practices for workers

Biodegradable products/packaging 48

47

44

39

38

37

36
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Q: Are there sustainability-related targets 
specific to NYFW within your organization? 

(% of respondents)

Source: CFDA x BCG Sustainability of NYFW survey.

13%

100%

26%

48%

13%

Yes, multiple

Yes, a few

No

I don’t know

Q: For which of the following sustainability dimensions are targets 
defined, specific to NYFW?

(% of respondents who have targets)

35%

Materials 85%

Partnerships

Waste

Energy

70%

22%

Example: Use organic and 
vegan fabrics

Example: Use LED lights and 
reduce use of fossil fuels

Example: Minimize use of 
single-use items

Example: Only partner with 
companies with sustainable 
practices
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Q: What roledo these sustainability-related targets play in your 
organization’s overall strategy when planning for NYFW?

(% of respondents who have targets)

Note: Percentages will not add up to 100% due to rounding.
Source: CFDA x BCG Sustainability of NYFW survey.

7%

They drive the 

planning strategy for 

NYFW, acting as a 

guiding principle for 

nearly every decision

They are included in 

the planning strategy 

for NYFW, but other 

factors mostly drive 

decision making

35%

They are not yet an 

influencing factor 

in the planning 

strategy for NYFW

I don’t know

39%

20%

Other factors that drive decision making

Creative direction

Budget constraints

Venue/location limitations

Timing constraints

Resource availability
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Sustainability is a part of the organizing team’s agenda, but it is not top 
of mind and other factors drive decision making

Sustainability is a part of the organizing team’s agenda, but it is difficult 
to set targets (no framework/standards to look to for guidance or 
measurement)

Sustainability is not a part of the organizing team’s agenda because we 
lack the time and resources to pursue it

Sustainability is a part of the organizing team’s agenda, but it is not
considered necessary to translate this into particular targets

Sustainability is not a part of the organizing team’s agenda due to lack 
of awareness or indifference toward sustainability in NYFW

Q: What is the reason for the absence of sustainability-related targets for NYFW in your organization?

(% of respondents who don't have targets)

Note: Percentages will not add up to 100% due to rounding.
Source: CFDA x BCG Sustainability of NYFW survey.

25%

38%

25%

13%

0%
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1. Community and external partnerships. 2. Includes content generation and distribution. 3. Specific to guest transportation.
Source: BCG analysis.

Sustainability dimensions NYFW impact areas

Content2

Photos, videos, and other assets generated both for and from 
NYFW

Samples
The physical garment pieces created for the NYFW 
show/presentation

Production
Set building, creation of décor and props, and other logistics related 
to putting on shows and events during NYFW

Venue
The physical location(s) of the shows and events during NYFW

Public relations
Marketing and promotion of NYFW runway shows and events, such 
as invitations, parties, and dinner events

Transportation/logistics3

Transportation and logistics of guests, teams, and models during 
NYFW for shows and events

Energy
e.g., renewable energy, biofuels, LED/low 
lighting

Materials
e.g., nontoxic, organic, locally sourced, 
manufacturer's certifications

Waste
e.g., recycling, composting, reuse, 
reduction of plastic

Partnerships1

e.g., vendor partnerships, community 
partnerships, sponsorships
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We used the framework described in the previous page to 
measure NYFW’s current level of sustainability across all six 
impact areas. The results will serve as a baseline for future 
assessments of the show’s progress. 

The Sustainability Impact Score shows the average percentage 
of survey respondents who said they had taken various 
sustainability measures within each of the six impact areas. This  
indicates the degree of sustainability in each area and provides a 
broader score for NYFW’s sustainability as a whole.

53

Source: BCG analysis.
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53

Content Samples Production

Venue Public relations Transportation/ 
logistics

Source: CFDA x BCG Sustainability of NYFW survey.

61% 67%

54%45% 36%

56%
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Content1 Samples Production Venue Public relations
Transportation/ 

logistics2

Energy

• Digital livestream/ 

showrooms
• Moved from runway 

to presentations
• Selective use of 

photography/video

• Renewable energy 

when producing
• NY-based production 

(CFDA FMI)
• Fewer rush orders

• LED lighting on set

• Renewable/low-
carbon generator

• Local equipment, 
lighting, set

• Partnerships with 

other brands to 
reduce distance 

between shows

• Reduced events 

outside show

• Rideshare/carpool

• Electronic car fleets 
from partners

• Public transport 
options

Materials

• Recycled paper in 

brochures, look 
books

• Nontoxic materials

• Manufacturers' 
material choice, 

certifications, labor 
conditions

• Compostable and 

recyclable materials
• Restaurant/caterer 

selection (organic, 
local)

Waste

• Reuse of content/

assets
• Digital look books for 

buyers

• Single-use garment 

bags/hangers
• Reuse of samples 

post-show
• Less packaging

• Reuse of décor, props, 

sets (vs. single use)

• Water-filling stations 

(vs. plastic bottles)
• Recycle bins

• Digital invitations 

(vs. paper)
• Recyclable or no 

gift bags

• No plastic water 

bottles in car services

Partnerships3

• Partnerships with 

local artists and
photographers

• Donation of unused 

materials

• Partnerships with 

collectors of show 
waste

• "Green" building and 

facilities (LEED, 
BREEAM, etc.)

• Shared use of venue 
(e.g., show and party)

• Organized events 

increasing 
awareness of 

sustainability

• Use of carbon-

emission offsetting 
agencies

• Hotels with 
sustainable practices

NYFW impact areas

S
u

s
ta

in
a

b
ili

ty
 d

im
e

n
si

o
n

s

N/A

1. Includes content generation and distribution. 2. Specific to guest transportation. 3. Community and external partnerships.
Source: BCG analysis.
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Photography, literature, and other materials created for the show and 
used afterward

The vast majority of stakeholders are leveraging NYFW content to 
market their brands elsewhere, minimizing the number of shoots 
needed in the future.

Almost all stakeholders are partnering with local photographers and 
artists to minimize travel-related carbon emissions.

The greatest opportunity for future NYFWs lies in partnerships 
among stakeholders to create content that promotes sustainability. 

Stakeholders can also consider leveraging digital and other 
alternative formats during their NYFW shows to reduce physical 
waste.

Content

56%

Source: CFDA x BCG Sustainability of NYFW survey.
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Sustainability actions: 
Content

Sustainability dimension Action
Weight of 

impact1

% yes from 
survey

Waste Consider alternative formats during 
NYFW (for shows and events)

High 61%

Opt for a digital presentation/livestream 
of the runway show with reduced 
audience

High 25%

Offer digital look books (for buyers/ 
partners) in place of physical look books

Moderate 87%

Generate content/assets from NYFW to 
use for other brand marketing purposes

Moderate 91%

Livestream the runway show (for 
clienteling/other marketing purposes)

Moderate 61%

Energy Partner with local artists and 
photographers

Low 94%

Partnerships Partner with other organizations to 
generate content promoting/increasing 
awareness of sustainability

Low 50%

1. Based on assigned size and extent of impact.
Source: CFDA x BCG Sustainability of NYFW survey.
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The physical garments shown during NYFW

Many current NYFW participants are small brands that already 
employ sustainable practices in their design rooms and material 
sourcing, which explains in part why this impact area scores 
relatively well.

The vast majority of fashion designers are already highly conscious 
of the need to minimize waste generated in making the products 
shown at NYFW. They are opting to use recycled materials and to 
reuse and repurpose samples and fabrics after the show or event. 
Some have also reduced the number of samples created specifically 
for NYFW by presenting their ideas to retailers in digital form, 
rather then via physical shows.

Most fashion brands also aim to produce their samples from 
sustainable fabrics made by ethical manufacturers. 

Still, the dimension with the greatest room for improvement in the 
impact area of samples is energy. More designers could leverage 
renewable energy sources more effectively when producing 
samples and choose more sustainable methods of shipping them.

Samples

61%

Source: CFDA x BCG Sustainability of NYFW survey.
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1. Based on assigned size and extent of impact.
Source: CFDA x BCG Sustainability of NYFW survey.

Sustainability dimension Action
Weight of 

impact1

% yes from 
survey

Waste Use recycled/upcycled materials when 
putting together samples

Moderate 77%

Use reusable/recyclable (vs. single-use) 
items—e.g., garment bags, hangers—for 
the show

Moderate 76%

Minimize the number of samples 
produced

Moderate 90%

Minimize the amount of packaging for 
samples

Moderate 85%

Reuse/repurpose/recycle/upcycle/ 
donate samples after runway show

Moderate 86%

Reuse/repurpose/recycle/upcycle/ 
donate any unused materials

Moderate 91%

Leverage digital resources in place of 
physical ones, whenever applicable

Moderate 69%

Sustainability actions: 
Samples
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1. Based on assigned size and extent of impact.
Source: CFDA x BCG Sustainability of NYFW survey.

Sustainability dimension Action
Weight of 

impact1

% yes from 
survey

Materials Use or partner with manufacturers who 
use sustainably sourced materials

Low 76%

Minimize the number of rush orders/ 
changes

Moderate 89%

Don't use fur or exotic skins in samples Moderate 76%

Energy Use renewable energy sources when 
producing samples

Moderate 43%

Produce samples locally (in New York) High 69%

Choose ground/sea travel (vs. air) to 
ship samples

Moderate 45%

Partnerships Partner with manufacturers with ethical 
labor practices

Low 88%

Sustainability actions: 
Samples
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Set building, creation of décor and props, and other logistics matters related to 
putting on shows and events during NYFW

Overall, production is the impact area where stakeholders are 
doing the most to be more sustainable.

Fashion brands and production houses alike are trying hard to 
reduce waste by repurposing and reusing set materials, props, and 
décor during and after the show.

Most stakeholders are also conscious of the sourcing of their 
catering and materials, actively pursuing organic, natural, and 
locally sourced options.

Reducing energy use in production remains a challenge. Most 
participants work with local partners to minimize their carbon 
footprints, rather than flying in artisans and other vendors from far 
away. But they could make greater efforts to use renewable and 
clean energy sources on set, and they should compensate for any 
unavoidable emissions they create during the week.

Production

67%

Source: CFDA x BCG Sustainability of NYFW survey.
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Sustainability actions: 
Production

1. Based on assigned size and extent of impact.
Source: CFDA x BCG Sustainability of NYFW survey.

Sustainability dimension Action
Weight of 

impact1

% yes from 
survey

Waste Reuse materials from prior shows for the 
show/events

High 47%

Reuse/repurpose/recycle/upcycle/donate 
materials after the show/ events

High 67%

Rent (vs. purchase) materials High 91%

Use hair and makeup products with 
minimal or recyclable packaging

Moderate 61%

Use recycled/upcycled/recyclable/ 
compostable material (vs. plastic) for 
décor, props, sets, etc.

High 82%

Partner with collectors of show waste Low 59%

Reuse materials from prior shows for the 
show/events

High 47%
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1. Based on assigned size and extent of impact.
Source: CFDA x BCG Sustainability of NYFW survey.

Sustainability dimension Action
Weight of 

impact1

% yes from 
survey

Materials Use organic/natural makeup and hair 
products

Moderate 69%

Serve organic/locally sourced food, 
snacks, and beverages

Low 74%

Partner with suppliers who source set 
materials sustainably

Low 63%

Partner with restaurants/caterers that 
offer organic/locally sourced food/ goods

Low 83%

Energy Use low-carbon/renewable energy 
sources both on and off sets

High 51%

Minimize/offset the carbon emissions 
generated from transportation related to 
production

High 40%

Partner with local vendors/artisans Low 96%

Sustainability actions: 
Production
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Venue

45%

The physical location of shows and events during NYFW 

NYFW’s many activities occur at multiple venues around the city, 
giving this impact area significant room for improvement. Some 
venues have higher sustainability standards than others (for 
example, LEED or BREEAM certifications, or reliance on green 
energy sources).

Participants already take some measures to reduce waste in 
venues, such as by promoting recycling and eliminating single-use 
plastic water bottles.

Few stakeholders, however, use their runway venues for other 
events they hold during NYFW, or share their venues with other 
brands to pool resources, or work with other brands to minimize 
the distance between venues.

Brands should look for ways to ensure that their show venues are 
more energy efficient, too—notably, by finding facilities that 
comply with green energy standards.

Source: CFDA x BCG Sustainability of NYFW survey.
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Sustainability actions: 
Venue

Sustainability dimension Action
Weight of 

impact1

% yes from 
survey

Energy Choose a venue location that complies 
with “green” energy standards 

Moderate 35%

Partner with other brands to minimize 
distance between shows

Moderate 27%

Waste Have water-filling stations or offer 
boxed/sustainably packaged water (vs. 
plastic water bottles)

Low 73%

Have recycle bins onsite Low 89%

Share venue with other brands Moderate 37%

Repurpose venue after the show for 
other events 

High 51%

1. Based on assigned size and extent of impact.
Source: CFDA x BCG Sustainability of NYFW survey.
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All external-facing activity related to the marketing and promotion of NYFW 
shows and events

Public relations

54%

Many NYFW stakeholders have taken measures to reduce the 
waste their PR activities generate—shifting to digital invitations for 
events, for example, and providing recyclable gift bags or forgoing 
gift bags entirely.

Stakeholders should use their PR skills and networks to reinforce 
and promote NYFW’s sustainability, turning down sponsorships 
from companies with poor sustainability records and partnering 
with other brands to promote sustainability during NYFW.

Source: CFDA x BCG Sustainability of NYFW survey.
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Sustainability actions: 
Public relations

Sustainability dimension Action
Weight of 

impact1

% yes from 
survey

Waste Send digital (vs. paper) invitations and 
show notes to guests

Moderate 91%

Use recycled materials in physical 
invitations

Moderate 58%

Partnerships Give out recyclable/compostable gift bags 
or do not provide gift bags

High 90%

Partner with organizations to put on 
events during NYFW promoting/ 
increasing awareness of sustainability

Low 40%

Do not accept sponsorships from brands 
that do not have sustainable practices

Moderate 50%

Send digital (vs. paper) invitations and 
show notes to guests

Moderate 91%

1. Based on assigned size and extent of impact.
Source: CFDA x BCG Sustainability of NYFW survey.
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Transportation and logistics related to guests, staff, teams, and models during 
NYFW for shows and events

Transportation/ 
logistics

36%

Most carbon emissions generated during NYFW come from 
transporting people and equipment to the show and to and from its 
many venues.

Some participants try to consolidate travel between events, 
offering shuttles, ferries, and other ridesharing options. But few 
offset the emissions that their travel needs generate during the 
week, although these are the main source of NYFW’s GHG 
emissions.

Only a handful have sought partnerships with sustainable hotels 
and car fleets to minimize their carbon footprint. More partnerships 
between NYFW stakeholders and transportation and hospitality 
providers—for example, to encourage or provide ridesharing for 
attendees—would do much to increase NYFW’s sustainability.

Source: CFDA x BCG Sustainability of NYFW survey.
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Sustainability actions: 
Transportation/ 

logistics

Sustainability dimension Action
Weight of 

impact1

% yes from 
survey

Energy Consolidate travel as much as possible 
(offer ridesharing/public transportation 
reimbursement options to/from the show
and events)

Moderate 43%

Offset the carbon emission generated 
from air travel of guests, teams, 
and models

High 23%

Offset the carbon emission generated 
from ground travel of guests, teams, 
and models

High 32%

Partner with car fleets powered by 
electricity to transport guests

Moderate 13%

Partner with hotels with 
sustainable practices

Moderate 19%

Partnerships Consolidate travel as much as possible 
(offer ridesharing/public transportation 
reimbursement options to/from the show
and events)

Moderate 43%

1. Based on assigned size and extent of impact.
Source: CFDA x BCG Sustainability of NYFW survey.
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1. Specific to guests, models, and crew.
Source: BCG analysis.

Impact areas

Samples
• Production of samples for collection, showroom, or VIP/influencer 

dressing
• Transportation of samples

Production
• Meals and drinks
• Water bottles
• Production and transportation of set, including set materials and florals

Venue
• Use of space
• Generator and electrical equipment such as lighting and audio 

equipment, catering heating, and hair dryers

Public relations
• Events outside shows (footprint captured across other impact areas)
• Gift bags

Transportation/logistics1
• Travel to NYFW, including air and ground transportation
• Commuting at NYFW
• Accommodations
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Estimated emissions for NYFW Autumn/Winter 2020 in aggregate (in mTCO2e)

Transportation/ 
logistics1 Samples Production Public relations Venue

37,830–

44,520
Air travel

Other travel

Commuting

Accomodation 850–1,480

140–310

140–180

VIP/influencer

samples

Production

of collection

Transportation

of samples

710–900

140–180

50

140–200

Set production and 

transportation

Meals and 

drinks

Water

bottles

40–120

4–5

1Gift bags 1
Use of 

venue

1. Specific to guests, models, and crew.
Sources: CFDA Fashion Calendar; BCG expert interviews; Terrapass; BCG analysis.
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Sources: Pulse of the Fashion Industry report (2017–
2019); Common Objective; Better Cotton Initiative; 
Ellen MacArthur Foundation; UNFCCC; BCG analysis.

NYFW generates 40,000 to 48,000 tons of CO2, a 
small portion of the 1.2 billion tons generated by 
the global fashion industry 

The fashion industry generates around 10% of total 
global greenhouse gas emissions

NYFW’s impact on the rest of the industry is 
far reaching

Decisions made for NYFW cascade into the broader 
fashion ecosystem:

• They determine material selection, production 
methods, supply chain decisions, and more

• They set precedents regarding production, 
partnerships, and sustainable practices for other 
events in the industry
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100%

Yes No I don’t know

Q: Did your organization carbon offset 
the emissions generated from NYFW? Q: How did your organization offset its NYFW carbon emissions?

Partnered with Terrapass. We also have a partnership with 
NRDC.

—Production house

Worked with EcoAct and offset the emissions through the 
Cardamom Forest Project in Cambodia.

—Fashion brand

Offset carbon generated from shipping planted trees, reduced 
travel, and offered virtual shopping experiences.

—Fashion brand

Donated to nonprofit organizations that provide goods and 
services that offset and reduce carbon emissions.

—Event/PR planner

30%

62%

8%

“
“
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Q: Looking forward, how do you expect your organization 
to change its efforts and resource allocation to achieve 
greater sustainability, specific to NYFW? 

(% of respondents)

Q: Looking forward, how do you expect your organization 
to allocate its time and resources across the following 
sustainability dimensions, specific to NYFW?

(average %)

Note: Percentages will not add up to 100% due to rounding.
Source: CFDA x BCG Sustainability of NYFW survey.

Significantly 

increase

Significantly 

decrease

Decrease Stay the 

same

Increase

3% 8% 18% 39% 32%

42%

28%

16%

14%

Materials

Waste

Energy

Partnerships
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Non-exhaustive

Waste

• Use more recycled and upcycled materials in 
final products

• Limit the number of samples created for final 
products

• Minimize waste in packaging

Partnerships

• Produce samples in partnership with 
manufacturers that have ethical labor practices

• Source materials and fabrics from partners with 
ethical labor practices

Materials

• Increase the percentage of materials in final 
products that are recycled, upcycled, organic, 
vegan, locally sourced, and natural

• Provide more stable working conditions in 
factories and design rooms

Energy

• Leverage renewable energy sources when 
producing final products

• Increase the share of products produced locally
• Use the most sustainable shipping methods

Source: BCG analysis.
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Constrained timelines Limited budgets Lack of knowledge

Tight planning timelines require 
quick solutions that often are 

unsustainable

Examples

• Last-minute design changes require 
express shipping

• Limited time to research and find more 
sustainable options

In general, being more sustainable is 
perceived to be more expensive

Examples

• Storing set materials for reuse is 
expensive in NYC

• Transporting materials to recycling 
centers costs money

Companies don't know what 
sustainability resources and 

strategies are available

Examples

• Don't know how to reduce energy 
consumption; don't know how to offset 
carbon

• Don't know which materials are most 
sustainable

Source: CFDA x BCG Sustainability of NYFW survey.
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Where the CFDA could support companies

Q: In your opinion, what are the greatest obstacles your organization faces in moving toward sustainability for NYFW? 
Choose 2 at most

(% of respondents)

Lack the necessary 

partnerships

14%

It is more 

expensive to 

be sustainable

27%

Unclear what 

goals/targets to 

set and difficult 

to measure

Unclear what 

steps/actions 

to take

27%

Organization’s 

leaders do not 

view sustainability 

as a priority

45%

4%

What we heard from stakeholders

We're working on being more energy 
efficient. Backstage, we use LED lights 
everywhere, but we're not using LED 
lights on the runway yet because it is 
very expensive

—Production house

Although we've done a lot to be more 
sustainable, it's hard to set targets and 
actually measure how much we've 
reduced our environmental impact

—Fashion brand

Arranging for transportation of guests 
between the show and events is quite 
expensive

—Fashion brand

Note: Percentages will not add up to 100% due to rounding.
Source: CFDA x BCG Sustainability of NYFWsurvey.

“

“

“
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Q: How do you expect your engagement with NYFW to evolve in the next 2-3 years?

(% of respondents)

39%
22%

15% 4% 2%
19%

Shift to alternative 

formats during 

NYFW 

(presentations, 

videos)

Continue to stage 

runway shows/ 

events at a similar 

scale to today

Continue to stage 

runway 

shows/events but 

at a smaller scale

Cancel all 

shows/events 

during NYFW 

altogether

Continue to stage 

runway 

shows/events but 

at a larger scale

Other

It depends on our 
inspiration and whether or 
not we feel inspired to 
show. If we do, it will be via 
presentation and with the 
idea to make the least 
amount of impact possible. 

—Fashion brand

We will continue in 
presentation format as it is 
more sustainable for us, but 
amplify reach through 
digital channels.

—Fashion brand

Currently assessing the 
value of runway programs 
and potential benefit to 
pursue other commercial 
measures to market 
product.

—Fashion brand

"Other" responses

Note: Percentages will not add up to 100% due to rounding.
Source: CFDA x BCG Sustainability of NYFWsurvey.

“

“

“
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Q: What do you think are the biggest opportunities for NYFW to become more sustainable?

Source: CFDA x BCG Sustainability of NYFW survey.

Centralization
"Centralize locations 
to minimize guest 
travel"

Government 
support
"Need more support 
from NYC 
government"

Venue sharing
"Brands should show 
together in the same 
location"

Sponsors
"Need show sponsors 
to get on board since 
they fund the shows"

Digital
"Incorporate digital 
formats and 
experiences"

Calendar
"Move to tighter 
calendar with fewer 
days and shows"
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“
As an entity that oversees all 
aspects of NYFW, the CFDA is 
uniquely able to identify 
opportunity areas for sustainability. 
The CFDA should set guidelines and 
educate brands on how to be more 
sustainable during NYFW.

—Fashion Brand

Educate and 
offer resources

Coordinate
across
brands

Establish
guidelines

Educate stakeholders 
and provide 

directories, guides, and 
other resources that 
they can use in their 

journey toward 
sustainability during 

NYFW

Define and enforce 
sustainability 

guidelines that brands 
must adhere to as a 

prerequisite for 
participating in NYFW

Encourage and 
facilitate resource and 
venue sharing across 
brands, serving as a 

liaison and central hub 
for cross-brand 
opportunities

The CFDA should offer resources to 
brands to be more sustainable. For 
example, they could point to 
catering companies that have 
sustainable practices for 
partnerships. They could have a list 
of sustainable show venues and 
encourage designers to choose 
those locations.

—Fashion Brand

Develop and 
facilitate 

partnerships

Form relationships 
with organizations that 

would move NYFW 
toward sustainability 

and facilitate 
introductions with 

NYFW stakeholders

Source: CFDA x BCG Sustainability of NYFW survey.

“
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NYFW and other fashion weeks that take place around the 
world demonstrate in microcosm the industry’s need to 
increase its sustainability. Concerns about NYFW’s 
sustainability are now top of mind not just among 
stakeholders but among consumers, too, whose 
pocketbooks and devotion to fashion support the industry. 
As such, NYFW can serve as a valuable symbol of the 
industry’s efforts to become more sustainable. 

But NYFW must become more than that. There is much 
work to be done to ensure that the entire industry reduces 
waste, uses less water, and becomes carbon neutral. In the 
longer term, the industry should come together to support 
such efforts as transparent consumer-facing product 
certification and standardization, comprehensive materials 
databases, and across-the-board operational digitization. As 
part of such initiatives, the CFDA is already working with 
the UN Office for Partnerships and the Conscious Fashion 
Campaign to support the Sustainable Development Goals.

NYFW generates immense attention in the media, in the 
fashion industry as a whole, and among its enormous 
consumer base. Its success in meeting its sustainability goals 
will have an outsize effect on the industry’s global 
commitment to sustainability. Let’s keep up the good work. 
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